INTRODUCTION
Infinité words, i. e, séquences of éléments of some alphabet indexed by the set of natural numbers have been considered in a number of papers (in particular [7, 8, 9] ). A more gênerai type of infinité words, i. e. "séquences" of éléments of some alphabet indexed by an arbitrary, linearly ordered set were obtained in an very natural way by considering the frontiers of infinité dérivation trees for contextfree grammars. These generalized words will be called (infinité) strings in this paper.
Strings and Systems of fixed-point équations for strings were introduced and solved in [6] and [1] . The solutions were given in terms of frontiers of infinité trees which were defmed as the limit of a fairly complicated substitution process. The problem of fmding simple opérations on strings such that the solutions can be computed and represented in an finitary way was posed and partially solved in 1 32 S. HEÏLBRUNNER [1] by introducing "regular" opérations on strings in connection with "quasirational" Systems of équations. In this paper we shall add a shuffle opération and present an algorithm which computes an explicit solution for ail Systems of fixedpoint équations for strings.
The theory of strings turns out to be a generalization of the theory of order types which has a long tradition in set theory [3, 4, 10] . The définition of order types and strings poses a foundational problem in that it involves generalization on ail sets. There are two ways of circumventing this difficulty. One way is to augment set theory by axioms characterizing order types and strings. The other way is to chose a canonical System of représentatives ior order types and strings within the System of sets generated by the usual axioms of set theory. Details are given in [2] . We would like to point out that an intensive search in the order type literature did not unfold a theory of solving fixed-point équations for order types. The trick which solves these équations is to assign fixed places to the r's and f s as soon as they appear in some équation and insert the r's and t's emerging in the following équations in proper places in between. This can be done if the r's and t's are placed on the real line at rational points because there are sufficiently many numbers between any two rational numbers. In this way we obtain a dense and perfectly shuffled string of r's and f's.
The following theorem guarantees the unique existence of strings of this kind. Recall that an ordered set is open if it has neither a first nor a last element. THEOREM It is not hard to verify that A satisfies (i) and (ii). The proof of the second claim is due to [11] if the notions used there are interpreted appropriately. Details are giveri in [5] . For the sake of completeness we outline the proof.
Let A and B be given accordingly. Both sets are countable so that we may assume 
Our theorem implies that T n is well defined and implies the following rules* (i) T*T^=T^;
(ii) VteJ, T^tT^^T*; (iii) (K u S) n = T 71 whenever
Special cases of (iii) are the équations = {T*ty=T* for each teT.
Returning to the équation x = xrxtx we see that {r, t} n is a solution because rule
(ii) allows the computation {r, t}V{r, tj^.ttr, t} n = {r, t} n t{r, t} n = {r, t} n .
As another example for an application of rule (ii) consider the équation x = uxrxv. We compute so that w ro {v a * ru"Y v m * solves the équation x = uxrxv.
Finally we note that rule (iii) allows the solution of rather complicated équations. As an example consider x = u{u, x} n i; which contains a dense string of infinitely many occurences of the unknown x. It is easy to verify that the string u{u, v} n v solves this équation.
THE ALGORITHM
In this section we present the algorithm to compute an explicit and finite représentation of a solution of a System of équations of the form A regular expression is an expression consisting of concaténations, répétitions, shuffles, and denotations for strings. Note that our regular expressions are extensions of the ones used in [1] , Every regular expression dénotes a string in the natural way. Examples of regular expressions are the expressions used at the end of section 3. THEOREM 
: There is an algorithm (described informally beiow) which computesfor any System of finite équations a System of regular expressions solving the équations.
The complete and formai proof of this theorem is a rather technical matter (see [5] ). Hence, we shall restrict ourselves to an outline.
The first step in the algorithm is to draw the dependency graph for the given System of équations. The nodes of this graph are the unknowns of the system. There is a directed arc from node x t to node x } iff x } appears in the right side u t of the équation x i = u i .
Example: Consider the System I and its dependency graph. This dependency graph may contain sinks, i. e. nodes of out-degree zero. The sinks correspond to trivial équations Xi = u t whose right side contains no unknowns. The next step in the algorithm is to eliminate the sinks from the other équations by straightforward substitution. This transformation yields a System whose dependency graph has no nodes of out-degree zero.
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Example {continued): Elimination of sinks for S yields Z lt x i =ux 3 x 2 vx 2 u, Let us call a set X of nodes in the dependency graph a closed component iff(i) X is a component, and (ii) no node in X has an outgoing arc leaving X, Recall that X is a component iff it is a maximal subset of nodes such that there is a path Connecting any two nodes of X. In the example the set{x 1 ,x 2 ,^3,x 4 }isa closed component for Z t . The set { x 7 } is a component but not a closed component for EL The next step in the algorithm is to solve the subsystems of équations corresponding to the closed components in the dependency graph. Note that there must be closed components if there are no sinks. Let 
Example(continued):
We consider the subsystem {x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 } and dérive the following Systems:
initial system:
final system: For each node in these graphs there is exactly one path of infinité length because each node has out-degree one. The next step is to describe the infinité strings associated with these paths in terms of concaténation and répétition. The paths for the final System have to be reversed. This process yields solutions y x =r lt ..., y n = r n and z 1 =s 1 , ..., z n = s n for the initial and final Systems. We verify the first équation in the example T* u) = u tó r 1 ((uvf* u) = u" r 1 (vuf* = x !.
In order to prove that we obtain in this way a solution of the closed subsystem we consider an arbitrary équation: We arrive at which had to be shown. The remaining steps of the algorithm are qui te simple. We remove-the équations of the closed subsystems and eliminate their unknowns in the remaining équations by simple substitution. At this point the algorithm either finds sinks or closed components and continues as described above until all the équations are solved.
Example {continued):
Elimination in E A of the solved subsystem yields the équation x 7 = vuu (ù T^iuvf* uvx 7 ^vu™ T*{uv) a * x lr which is solved by the string
This complètes the solution of the original system E.
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